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Brief Overview of the company:Brief Overview of the company:
•• Development Started with ARAI (Pune) for manufacturing Development Started with ARAI (Pune) for manufacturing 

composite leaf springs & propeller shafts in the year 1985 composite leaf springs & propeller shafts in the year 1985 
for Mahindra & Mahindra.for Mahindra & Mahindra.

•• Pioneers in the manufacture of products made from Pioneers in the manufacture of products made from 
advanced composites.advanced composites.

•• State of art technology to produce high quality import State of art technology to produce high quality import 
substitute parts ranging from Sports items, textile, substitute parts ranging from Sports items, textile, substitute parts ranging from Sports items, textile, substitute parts ranging from Sports items, textile, 
electronics, printing machines & for Automobiles.electronics, printing machines & for Automobiles.

•• Group has Won Accolades for Import Substitution of Group has Won Accolades for Import Substitution of 
critical Defence & Space Components.critical Defence & Space Components.

•• Inhouse Tooling & Production Facility.Inhouse Tooling & Production Facility.
•• Headed by Mr.Deepak Pawar & Dr.Kiran Pawar (PhD in Headed by Mr.Deepak Pawar & Dr.Kiran Pawar (PhD in 

Composite Structural EngineeringComposite Structural Engineering)



FRP Leaf Spring SuspensionsFRP Leaf Spring Suspensions:

Polyurethane Polyurethane 
PadsPads

Adjustable Steel Adjustable Steel 
Bush Holders(Front)Bush Holders(Front)

Steel Bush Steel Bush 
Holders(RearHolders(Rear)

Steel PadsSteel Pads



Salient Features:Salient Features:
•• Made from Imported Fibre Reinforced Plastic Made from Imported Fibre Reinforced Plastic --

Ultra High StrengthUltra High Strength..

•• No permanent deformation No permanent deformation --Zero maintenanceZero maintenance..

•• Excellent corrosion resistance Excellent corrosion resistance --Non MetallicNon Metallic..

•• Fully interchangeable kit Fully interchangeable kit --Made to suit.Made to suit.

•• Low noise level Low noise level --Mono leaf BladesMono leaf Blades..

•• Increased fuel Efficiency Increased fuel Efficiency --Light weight upto 65% Light weight upto 65% 
reduction to that of steelreduction to that of steel..

•• Tested & certified by Tested & certified by --ARAIARAI



Benefits:Benefits:
•• Performance Performance equivalentequivalentto coil Suspension or air to coil Suspension or air 

suspension.suspension.

•• Specially designed to Specially designed to suit Indian road conditionssuit Indian road conditions& tested & tested 
for the last 21 years.for the last 21 years.

•• Excellent StabilityExcellent Stabilityof the vehicle while braking at high of the vehicle while braking at high 
speeds.speeds.

•• Enhanced passenger & driver Enhanced passenger & driver comfortcomfort..

•• Increased life of TiresIncreased life of Tires& suspension & suspension bushesbushesdue to resilient due to resilient 
property of composites & low weight in undercarriage .property of composites & low weight in undercarriage .

•• High lateral stability due to increase in  width & hence High lateral stability due to increase in  width & hence 
Reduced roll over.Reduced roll over.

•• Zero maintenance.Zero maintenance.

•• Warranty upto 1 Lakh Km.Warranty upto 1 Lakh Km.



Roll Over:Roll Over:
•• RolloverRollover is a type of is a type of vehicle accidentvehicle accident, where a vehicle turns over on its , where a vehicle turns over on its 

side or roof. side or roof. 

•• The main cause for rolling over is turning too sharply while moving The main cause for rolling over is turning too sharply while moving 
too fast.too fast.

The force of inertia (acting in the The force of inertia (acting in the 
direction opposite to the one it is direction opposite to the one it is direction opposite to the one it is direction opposite to the one it is 
turning) is combined with the force turning) is combined with the force 
of gravity (acting downwards). of gravity (acting downwards). 
When the combined force as When the combined force as 
applied to the centre of vehicle's applied to the centre of vehicle's 
mass falls outside of the rectangle mass falls outside of the rectangle 
formed by the wheels, the vehicle formed by the wheels, the vehicle 
starts to turn overstarts to turn over



Roll Over:Roll Over:

•• For a rollover to begin to occur,For a rollover to begin to occur,

•• FFhorizontalhorizontal * tan(* tan(θθθθθθθθ) > Weight.) > Weight.
•• We learned FWe learned Fhorizontalhorizontal up above, as ONLY depending on the speed and radius up above, as ONLY depending on the speed and radius 

of the turn and the weight of the vehicle. The only part not yet known is the of the turn and the weight of the vehicle. The only part not yet known is the 
angle angle θθθθθθθθ. . 



Roll Over:Roll Over:
•• Actual SUVs are Actual SUVs are much heaviermuch heavier than we have used. However, the heavier than we have used. However, the heavier 

weight weight increases the centripetal force proportionallyincreases the centripetal force proportionally, which increases the , which increases the 
force that acts to roll the vehicle, EXACTLY in the same proportion that the force that acts to roll the vehicle, EXACTLY in the same proportion that the 
necessary lifting force is increased for the heavier vehicle. necessary lifting force is increased for the heavier vehicle. 

•• The actual overall weight of the vehicle does not alter these results! It is not The actual overall weight of the vehicle does not alter these results! It is not 
actually necessary to know the weight of the vehicle, and actually necessary to know the weight of the vehicle, and heavier vehicles are heavier vehicles are 
no more stable than identical lighter onesno more stable than identical lighter ones..

•• Generally, the Generally, the higher the centre of masshigher the centre of mass is located, the higher the vehicle is is located, the higher the vehicle is •• Generally, the Generally, the higher the centre of masshigher the centre of mass is located, the higher the vehicle is is located, the higher the vehicle is 
and the faster it goes, the and the faster it goes, the more likely it is to roll overmore likely it is to roll over. . 

•• Passenger vans, which have Passenger vans, which have raised heavyraised heavy--duty suspensionsduty suspensions and a heavy load and a heavy load 
of passengers are also prone to rollover. of passengers are also prone to rollover. 

•• Rollover can also be caused by a Rollover can also be caused by a tire bursttire burst or aor adriver maneuverdriver maneuver..

•• A vehicle may roll over for other reasons, for example when A vehicle may roll over for other reasons, for example when hitting a large hitting a large 
obstacleobstacle with one of its wheels, when with one of its wheels, when manoeuvring over uneven terrainmanoeuvring over uneven terrain, etc., etc.

•• The The tracktrack--width, the centerwidth, the center--ofof--gravity height, the turning radius, and the gravity height, the turning radius, and the 
vehicle speedvehicle speed are the ONLY variablesare the ONLY variables..



Methods to reduce roll over:Methods to reduce roll over:
•• It is recommended to not load anything on the roof of  vans, and to use It is recommended to not load anything on the roof of  vans, and to use 

drivers trained to avoid sudden maneuvers.drivers trained to avoid sudden maneuvers.

•• With some With some soft vehicle suspensionssoft vehicle suspensions, and , and underunder--inflated tiresinflated tires, much of , much of 
a (body roll) tilt is nearly possible while all the wheels are still on the a (body roll) tilt is nearly possible while all the wheels are still on the 
pavement.pavement.

•• ARC FRP Leaf Spring Suspensions.ARC FRP Leaf Spring Suspensions.



ARC Leaf Spring Suspension DemoARC Leaf Spring Suspension Demo:

DEMODEMO

TestingTesting
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